Abstract:
The organization of chromatin is a regulator of molecular processes including transcription, replication, and DNA repair. The structures within chromatin that regulate these processes span from the nucleosomal (10nm) to the chromosomal (>200nm) levels, with little known about the dynamics of chromatin structure between these scales due to a lack of quantitative imaging technique in live cells. Previous work using Partial Wave Spectroscopic (PWS) microscopy, a quantitative imaging technique with sensitivity to macromolecular organization between 20-200nm , has shown that transformation of chromatin at these length scales is a fundamental event during carcinogenesis. As the dynamics of chromatin likely play a critical regulatory role in cellular function, it is critical to develop live-cell imaging techniques that can probe the real-time temporal behavior of the chromatin nano-architecture. Therefore, we developed a live cell PWS technique which allows high-throughput, label-free study of the causal relationship between nanoscale organization and molecular function in real-time. In this work, we employ live cell PWS to study the change in chromatin structure due to DNA damage and expand on the link between metabolic function and the structure of higher-order chromatin. In particular, we studied the temporal changes to chromatin during UV light exposure, show that live cell DNA binding dyes induce damage to chromatin within seconds, and demonstrate a direct link between higher-order chromatin structure and mitochondrial membrane potential. Since biological function is tightly paired with structure, live cell PWS is a powerful tool to study the nanoscale structure-function relationship in live cells.
Significance Statement:
Chromatin is one of the most critical structures within the cell because it houses most genetic information.
Its structure is well understood at the nucleosomal (<20nm) and chromosomal (>200nm) levels, however, due to the lack of quantitative imaging modalities to study this organization, little is known about the higher-order structure between these length scales in live cells. We present a label-free technique, live cell Partial Wave Spectroscopic (PWS) microscopy with sensitivity to structures between 20-200nm that can quantify the nano-architecture in live cells. With this technique, we can detect DNA fragmentation and expand on the link between metabolic function and higher-order chromatin structure. Live cell PWS allows high-throughput, label-free study of the causal relationship between nanoscale organization and molecular function in live cells.
Introduction:
Every cellular and extracellular structure has a complex nanoscale organization ranging from individual macromolecules that are a few nanometers in size (e.g. protein, DNA) to macromolecular assemblies that are tens to hundreds of nanometers in size (e.g. cell membranes, higher-order chromatin structure, cytoskeleton, and extracellular matrix fibers). A major scientific challenge is to understand these macromolecular structures, specifically their function and interactions in structurally and dynamically complex living cellular systems. To meet these goals, the ideal live cell imaging technology would satisfy five key requirements: (1) nanoscale sensitivity (<200nm), (2) label-free (3) non-perturbing (4) quantitative, (5) high-throughput, and (6) molecularly informative.
Current approaches are unable to meet all these criteria alone. The breakthroughs in super-resolution fluorescence microscopy (SRM) have enabled new imaging technologies capable of providing unprecedented molecular identification at the highest resolutions currently available in live cells, but require the use of exogenous fluorophores to visualize macromolecular structures (1-3). For some applications, these labels are indispensable to achieve molecular specificity. However, there are significant drawbacks to the exclusive use of molecular labels for studies of cellular structure and function.
Exclusively label-based SRM approaches are limited by the number of possible imaging channels, the high label-densities required, the high light intensities utilized during imaging, and by the introduction of possible artifacts due to the labels themselves, especially at the high densities required for nanoscale resolution ( 4 , 5 ) . In the study of macromolecular organization, current imaging approaches have significant drawbacks as macromolecular structures are often composed of dozens to hundreds of distinct molecules and often include different subtypes such as lipids, proteins, nucleic acids, and carbohydrates, some of which are difficult to directly label. Due to these limitations, phase contrast microscopy is still the most widely used label-free imaging modality for live cell experiments. While this technique is fast and improves contrast to visualize live cells, its diffraction-limited resolution cannot provide any insights into the macromolecular nano-architecture. As such, currently no label-free optical technique exists to measure the nano-architectural properties of live cells below the diffraction limit.
One prominent area of biological research with a demonstrated need for label-free, nanoscale sensitive imaging is the investigation of the structure-function relationship of chromatin. Chromatin organization (which is comprised of DNA, histones, and hundreds of other conjugated proteins and small molecules such as RNA) involves a hierarchy of length scales ranging from 10nm in nucleosomes to hundreds of nanometers for chromosomal territories (6, 7) . The physical nanostructure of chromatin is regulated by numerous molecular factors, including the primary DNA sequence composition, differential methylation patterns, histone modifications, polycomb and cohesin protein complexes, RNA and DNA polymerases, long non-coding RNA, etc, and non-molecular factors, such as crowding, ionic conditions, and pH. Due to this complexity and the lack of existing optical techniques that can rapidly sample information below 200nm, little is known about the higher-order chromatin structure between these length scales or their dynamics in live cells. Results from fixed cell imaging techniques, such as electron microscopy or SRM, have shown that chromatin between 20-200nm is first organized into poly-nucleosomal 10 nanometer fibers, and in certain conditions, these fibers have been shown to assemble into 30nm clusters (8) (9) (10) , although the existence of the 30nm fiber is a subject of an active debate. At length scales between 100-200nm, recent work using SRM has shown a power-law relation in the organization of chromatin, with domains of highly-dense, inactive chromatin localizing within a few-hundred nanometers of transcriptionally active sites (11) . In conjunction, molecular techniques such as chromosomal capture methods (3C and Hi-C) have shown that the higher-order organization of chromatin above single nucleosomes and below the structure of chromosomal territories follows this same power-law fractal organization. These methods have shown that topology of this higher order organization is correlated with the regulation of gene transcription (12) (13) (14) and capable of evolving rapidly under stress conditions to globally regulate the expression of genes (15) . Critically, these observed changes in chromatin structure have recently been linked to the regulation of genes often implicated in oncogenesis (16) .
In cancer, it is increasingly clear that changes in chromatin topology at all length scales are a critical determinant of tumor formation, aggressiveness, and chemoresistance. One of the primary features of tumorigenesis is a shift in the fractal physical organization of chromatin, correlating both with the formation of tumors and their invasiveness. In early carcinogenesis, we have previously applied a fixed cell imaging technique, Partial Wave Spectroscopic (PWS) microscopy and transmission electron microscopy, to detect physical changes in the chromatin nano-architecture, indicating that the topology of chromatin is a critical component in cellular function at the earliest stages of tumor formation (17) . PWS microscopy allows examination of the intracellular organization concealed by the diffraction limit with length scale sensitivity in the range of 20-200nm , the range at which existing label-free live cell imaging techniques are deficient, due to the relationship between the nanoscale spatial variations of macromolecular density and the resulting variance in the spectrum of backscattered light (18, 19) . The novelty is grounded in a previously overlooked difference between resolution and detectability. While sub-diffractional structures are not resolved by PWS, they are still detected by analyzing the spectrum of elastically scattered light to provide quantitative contrast.
In this work, we set out to create a label-free live cell microscopy method based on interference principles used in PWS cytology, thereby creating a tool to directly study the dynamic nanoscale topology of live cells, with a specific focus on studying real-time changes in chromatin organization. We sought to develop an ideal extension of PWS in live cells that would (1) provide nanoscale sensitivity to structures between 20-200nm, (2) use label-free contrast to capture nanoscopic information, (3) be non-perturbing to biological samples by using low power illumination and label-free contrast, (4) quantify the cellular nanoarchitecture, and (5) rapidly capture the temporal evolution of nanoscale structures, providing contrast in multiple cells in seconds. For studies aimed at understanding the overall structure-function relationship in eukaryotic cells, employing SRM approaches alone would not be suitable. The power of live cell PWS is its unique ability to work in conjunction with existing label-based technologies to provide the structural context for molecular interactions, thereby greatly expanding our understanding of the molecular behavior in live cells (20) . With this approach, we demonstrate the ability to measure the nano-architecture in live cells in seconds. Specifically, we explore changes to the cellular nano-architecture due to UV light exposure, show that live cell DNA binding dyes transform chromatin within seconds, and demonstrate a direct link between higher-order chromatin structure and mitochondrial membrane potential.
Results and Discussion:
The live cell PWS instrument is built into a commercial inverted microscope equipped with a broadband illumination and a tunable spectral collection filter [Supplemental Figure 1 ]. With this configuration, the live cell instrument utilizes the glass-cell interface to produce the requisite interference signal that allows for the study of underlying nanoscale structure. In brief, the spatial fluctuations of refractive index (RI) produced by the macromolecular density distribution cause backscattering of incident light waves from the sample. Optical interference of the back-propagating light results in wavelengthdependent fluctuations in the acquired spectrally-resolved microscope image. The standard deviation of these spectra (Σ) quantifies the internal structure of the sample with nanometer sensitivity (18, 19) . In cells, there are numerous variations in macromolecular density due to the spatial organization of macromolecules. Quantification of this nano-molecular density distribution is given by the statistical parameter,
Σ
, at each diffraction-limited pixel (18, 19) . and experimental results have shown that this increase within the nucleus quantitatively describes an increase in chromatin heterogeneity (17, 21, 22) .
As a representation of the nanoscopic topology detected by live cell PWS, we used as a model 10nm "beads on a string" chromatin fibers (Figure 1a&b ) as has been previously described by Kim et al (22) . In this model, we consider changes in the nanoscopic structure of higher-order chromatin that have the same Without the use of exogenous labels, we can achieve high-contrast images using . Indeed, one of the most critical features of this rapid acquisition is the capacity to directly study the underlying heterogeneity of both chromatin structure and its temporal evolution within the cell population over time. Likewise, as a label-free technique using low illumination intensity, live cell PWS allows for the study of various time evolving processes on the structure of cells in general, and chromatin in particular for different cell types over extended periods of time.
Live cell PWS has a broad utility as a tool for studying the complex relationships between cell function and chromatin nano-organization. As the initial demonstration, we explored live-cell PWS to rapidly quantify the changes in the nanoscale chromatin structure due to DNA damage. As a demonstration of its ability to detect rapid changes specific to chromatin (within seconds), we explored the transformation of the higher-order chromatin structure secondary to DNA fragmentation using the DNA binding dye, Hoechst 33342. Damage to DNA results in the formation of DNA fragments and double stranded breaks (DSBs) (24) (25) (26) . This damage, in turn, leads to apoptosis or mutagenic transformation. In cancer therapy, many drugs eliminate tumor cells by causing an unbearable accumulation of DNA damage and/or by activating the intrinsic apoptotic pathways (27, 28) . Therefore the identification of DNA fragmentation and understanding of the time evolution of chromatin structure in response to damage is crucial to both understanding DNA repair mechanisms and to identifying chemotherapeutic efficacy.
Current techniques to study these processes require cell fixation, such as immunofluorescent identification of the rapidly phosphorylated histone H2A.X (γ-H2A.X) subunit (26) or transfection using photoactivatable proteins (29, 30) . Furthermore, fluorescent visualization of cell viability for drug screening often requires the use of cell permeant minor-groove binding dyes. However, it has been reported that these minor-groove DNA binding dyes, including Hoechst 33342, induce DNA fragmentation by disrupting the activity of topoisomerase I (31, 32) . These effects are observed independently from the fluorescence excitation of the dye, but are accelerated upon UV excitation (32) . Consequently, no methods currently exist with the capability for the real-time study of changes to chromatin higher-order structure due to DNA damage or the overall dynamics of the damage response in unlabeled live cells.
Using live cell PWS, we show for the first time that the addition of Hoechst 33342 to living mammalian cells transforms the nano-organization of chromatin at the time scale required for imaging and that subsequent excitation induces fragmentation of the chromatin nano-architecture within seconds. This is apparent, as we observe an overall decrease in the Figure 3a&b ]. With phase contrast microscopy, no changes in the cell or nuclear structure were detected after excitation of Hoechst 33342 due to its diffraction-limited resolution [ Figure   3b ]. While electron microscopy cannot be performed on live cells, these experiments demonstrate that photo-excitable molecules disrupt the chromatin nano-architecture, which is uniquely detectable in realtime in live cells by live cell PWS.
Next, we investigated the effects of Hoechst staining on the spatial transformation of chromatin nanoorganization as measured by live cell PWS. In particular, we analyzed the spatial distribution of Σ across the nucleus by calculating the two-dimensional spatial autocorrelation, which measures the change in the pixel-to-pixel variability as a function of distance. An increase in the spatial autocorrelation indicates that the nanoscale structure at one pixel has become similar to its neighboring pixels, while a decrease indicates a more locally heterogeneous structure. The size of these clusters of similar nanoscale structures was significantly decreased between 100nm and 1µm after both the addition of Hoechst and its excitation (n=40 from 3 independent experiments) [ Figure 3c ]. This indicates an increase in the spatial microscopic heterogeneity of nanoscopic heterogeneity of the nuclear nanoscale structure (Σ) after Hoechst addition and excitation. Consequently, we found that Hoechst causes a global alteration in the chromatin nanoarchitecture independent of its excitation. Not only does this study demonstrate the ability of live cell PWS to sense the heretofore undetectable in live cells alterations in chromatin structure such as double strand DNA breaks, but it also illustrates some of the limitations of the extrinsic labeling approaches, such as Hoechst: even though they have traditionally been used for live cell imaging, these labels alter chromatin structure and lead to DNA damage, which in turn may lead to a perturbation of cell function.
Owing to this sensitivity of live cell PWS to detect dynamic changes to the chromatin nano-architecture due to DNA damage, we next applied it to study the temporal dynamics of the cellular nano-architecture experiments -additional control experiments with slower acquisition were not included) (Figure 5c ).
Given the multi-modal nature of the current system, these topological variations can be examined and any possible light toxicity further minimized by a variety of well-established methods, including spectral filtration at the illumination source or by using structured illumination.
As a final demonstration of the broad utility of live cell PWS as a tool for studying the complex relationships between cell function and chromatin nano-organization, we studied the effect of alteration of cellular metabolism on higher-order chromatin architecture. The relationship of chromatin structure with mitochondrial function and metabolism has been a major point of focus in recent years. Studies have shown that the cellular metabolic activity is intimately linked to cell replication, tumor formation, DNA damage response, and transcriptional activity (34) (35) (36) (37) . Therefore, understanding the interplay between the structural organization of chromatin and mitochondrial function is pivotal to understanding numerous diseases.
Recent fluorescence microscopy studies have suggested that impairment of cellular metabolism induces rapid (<15 min) transformation of chromatin (38, 39) . However, these studies often require the production of specialized transfection models (H2B-GFP) or the use of DNA-binding dyes such as Hoechst 33342, and as such, are limited in their ability to study multiple cell lines and/or over significant periods of time without perturbing the natural cell behavior (38, 39) .
In order to study the link between chromatin structure and mitochondrial function, we employed the 
Conclusion
In summary, we have extended the application of Partial Wave Spectroscopic microscopy to the study of temporal dynamics of the cellular nano-architecture. Using this technique, we can rapidly quantify the nano-molecular organization in live eukaryotic cells without the use of exogenous labels. While live cell PWS alone is not molecularly specific, it is easily integrated with existing fluorescent methods, providing information that cannot be visualized by existing optical approaches. Furthermore, live cell PWS demonstrates that the nanoscale structure of chromatin evolves rapidly with time, which would significantly transform our understanding of the structure-function relationship between critical processes and chromatin structure, including DNA-repair, replication, and transcription. With this technique, we determined that live cell DNA binding dyes, such as Hoechst 33342, cause rapid destruction of the higherorder chromatin structure at time-scales (seconds) not previously recognized. Paradoxically, this dye is ubiquitously used for the study of cell viability and the presence of DNA damage (40) . As a result, live cell PWS is a powerful tool for studying DNA damage/repair and potentially, chemotherapeutic efficacy in live cells. To demonstrate its potential for use in this regard, we studied the temporal dynamics of chromatin during continuous to UV light exposure, showing a transformation in both the temporal and physical properties of the chromatin nano-architecture during UV induced stress.
Additionally, we showed that live cell PWS allows for previously limited exploration of the factors affecting the chromatin nano-architecture by demonstrating differential responses in chromatin structure that depend on the mitochondrial membrane potential. In particular, this illustrates that mitochondrial function is intimately related to chromatin structure in real-time and that live cell PWS can for the first time act as a tool to further investigate the mechanisms of chromatin-metabolic interactions. Live cell PWS is a natural supplement to super-resolution fluorescence techniques, providing quantifiable information about unstained cellular organization to examine the role of the nano-architecture on molecular interactions in live cells. In the future, we envision that live cell PWS can be applied to a broad range of critical studies of structure-function in live cells -leveraging the multimodal potential in conjunction with existing SRM to study: (1) the interaction between chromatin structure and mRNA transport; (2) the accessibility of euchromatin and heterochromatin to transcription factors(41-43); (3) the relationship between chromatin looping, as measured by techniques such as Hi-C, to the physical chromatin structure (6, 12, 44) ; (4) why and how high-order chromatin structure changes in cancer(45); (5) the role of nuclear architecture as an epigenetic regulator of gene expression (6, 12, 44) ; (6) the effect of metabolism on chromatin structure (36, 46) ; and (7) the role of chromatin dynamics in stem cell development (47, 48) .
Materials and Methods:

Live cell Partial Wave Spectroscopic Imaging
Prior to imaging, media within the petri dishes was exchanged with fresh, RPMI-1640 Media (lacking 
H2A.X phosphorylation
Co-registration of live cell PWS imaging and DNA strand damage using phospho-histone H2A.X was performed by immunofluorescent staining on three independent experiments. Cells were fixed for 20 min with 4% paraformaldehyde at room temperature, washed twice with phosphate buffered saline and a permeabilization/blocking step was performed with 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1% bovine serum albumin representing the temporal evolution of chromatin of a cell exposed to continuous UV-light. Interestingly, nanoscopically homogenous, micron-scale domains form within the nucleus after ~5min of exposure with an overall arrest in structural dynamics. B) Kymograph representing the temporal evolution of chromatin of a cell under normal conditions. Under normal conditions, the nanoscale topology of chromatin is highly dynamic, with continuous transitions in structure occurring throughout the nucleus. C) Quantitative analysis of nanoscale structure of chromatin of cells under normal conditions (blue, n=32 cells from 2 replicates) and exposed to UV-light (red, n = 19 cells from 3 replicates) for 30minutes. Exposure to UV-light induces overall homogenization of chromatin nanoarchitecture within minutes. Error bars represent standard error. Scale Bar is 5µm. 
